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Isabelle Allende visits Cal State San Bernardino
Author of 'House of
the Spirits' speaks
with wisdom, humor
by Anthony Gilpin,
senior writer

Best-selling novelist Isabel
Allende enchanteda standing-room
only audience at Cal State, San
Bernardino on May 11, with an
anecdote-filled talk about her life
and work.
Allende, a former journalist
whose six books of fiction include
"The House of the Spirits," began
"her lecture by addressing the
question frequently asked of
successful writers: how she goes
about creating her prose:
"That's a kind of joke," said
Allende, "because the question has
no straight answer.
" The critics may have elabcn^te
explanations about messages,
symbols and metaphors, but the
truth is most of the time one doesn't

have the slightest idea why, or what
or how one gives birth to these
weird creatures called books."
Answering an audience
member's question about the recent
film version of "The House of the
Spirits," Allende addressed the
controversy surrounding thecasting
of non-Latino English and
American actors to play characters
based loosely on her own family.
"I like the movie very much,"
Allende said. "It's not very Latin,
but how could it be? The
(production) money was German,
the director Scandinavian, it was
filmed in Spain and Portugal with
an Anglocast, in Engli^!"Allende
also said that she did riot participate
in the casting, but she respected the
director's attempts to make the stoiy
more universally accessible.
Allende noted that in her
homeland
of
Chile,
the
government's efforts to publish only
negative reviews has not prevented
"The House of the Spirits" from
becoming that country's top boxoffice attraction. The film, starring

Festive Dancers

Jeremy Irons and Meryl
Streep, currently accounts
for one-third of all movie
tickets sold in Chile.
Allende said she was
enthusiastic about the next
film based on one of her
novels. "Of Love and
Shadows," starring Antonio
Banderas and Jennifer
Connelley, is set for release
later this year.
Allende's literary style.
Magic Realism, in which the
real and the fantastic coexist,
was evident in her lecture, in
which the author made no
distinctions
between
historical facts, anecdotes,
embroideries and outright
fabrications. Allende kept
her audience convulsed with
laughter as she spun her
yams, some of which were
true, some of which were
not, and most of which even

See Allende
Allende, the author of the book "The House of the Spirits'
' visited the CSUSB campus on fViay 11. After speaking to the
° audience, she had a book signing.

ASI Involved in Controversy
by Brian Lees, Oimn'elt staff writer
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Dancers show off their steps at the Cinco de Mayo Festival held in the
Student Union Courtyard, Other features included a live band, authentic
food and ethnic arts and crafts. Story on page 4.

public discussion," CJonzalez said. "In my
assessment, certain individuals have fallen
The May 3,1994 ASI Board of DirectOTS short of ethical behavior. 1 certainly will not
meeting was shrouded by majts* controver confide in this board again."
sies involving the selection of an ASI com
Apparently, one Board member "indi
mencement speaker and a violation of confi cated that selecting one particular candidate
dentiality during an illegally-called closed [for the graduation ceremonies] to greet our
session meeting.
guests, especially digni
ASI President Larisa
taries and politicians,
Tompkins called a closed- "I certainly will not
would enhance ASI."
session meeting after ap confide in this board
Gonzalez dis
proval of the Board in OTder again."
agreed by contending
to discuss the selection of the
that "all candidates have
- Juan Gonzalez
commencement speaker. The
had extensive ASI in
room was cleared of all non
volvement and the ben
voting persons in attendance, except for efit to ASI was not, to my mind or according
Tompkins, who is chair.
to the application, a criteria for selection."
It was during this dossed session that
Although Gonzalez maintains that he was
matters of confidentiality were discussed by merely attempting to "create a level playing
those Board members present, especially Vice field," some Board members evidently were
President of StudentServices Juan Gonzalez. of the opinion that Gonzalez was favoring
During the May 10 Board meeting, one specific candidate. These feelings were
Gcaizalez presented a memorandum stating discussed publicly by Board members out
his displeasure with the Board of Directors side the closed session, a direct violation of
because of the alleged lack of confidentiality ASl's policy of confidentiality during closed
by ceitain Board members.
session meetings.
"It troubles me greatly that members of
See ASI, page 10
this Board have not been able to refrain from
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The weeks of Wednesday, May 18 - Wednesday, June 1,1994.
' by the Coyote Bookstwe. 10 a.m. 3 p.m.

Wednesday, May 18
ART EXHIBIT: "A Collective
Voice" featuring the works of eight
women art faculty members on the
CSUSB campus. Continues
through May 27. Gallery hours: 9
.m. - 4 p.m., Monday - Friday.
Free.
COMPUTER FAIR: Sponsored

OPEN FORUM: "Perspectives of
Perspectives
on
Gender"
moderated by Anthony Gilpin with
a Student Panel. Sponsored by the
W(Mnen's ResourceCenter. Student
Union Event Center "C. 6 p.m.
DRUMMING
CONCERT:
"Rythyms of the Goddess: 'An

Mondays
ADVENTURE GAMING GUILD: Regular Meeting every week. Student
Union Senate Chambers. 6 - 9 pm. All are welcome,
EOP: Regular Meeting 23. Sycamore Room, Lower Commons. 6 p.m.
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CONVERSATION GROUPS:
Regular meeting every week. University Hall, 385. 3 - 4 p.m. Call 880-5816
for more information.

SPEAKER: "Getting a Good Job
in the '90s" presented by Dr. Paul
Watson, founder ofWalsonMedical
Laboratories. Jack Brown # 113.
4:30 - 6p.m. Areceplion will follow
on the Jack Brown 2nd Floor
Courtyard. Free.

AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLIANCE: Regular meeting every week. Student
Union Multicultural Center 3:30 - 4:30 pjn. All are welcome.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL: Regular Meeting every week. Student
Union Senate Chambers. 8-10 pjn.
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CONVERSATION GROUPS:
Regular meeting every week. University Hall, 385. 3 - 4 p.m. Call 880-5816
for more informatimi.
FEMaLE SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE: Regular meeting every
week. Psychological Counseling Center. 10:40 a.m. -12:30 p.m. Limited to
10 members. Call Shari OUVCT for more information at 880-5040.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB: Regular Meeting every week. Eucalyptus Room,
Lower Commons. Noon -1 p.m.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL UNION: Regular meeting every week.
Pine Room, Lower Commons. 6-8 p.m. All are welcome.
LATINO BUSINESS STUDENTS ASSN: Regular Meeting every week.
Student Union Senate Chambers, 4-6 p.m. All are welcome.
MEChA: Regular Meeting every week. Student Union Slenate Chambers. I 3 p.m. All are welcome.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB: Regular meeting every week. Pine Romn, Lower
Conunons, 4 p.m.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB: Regular Meeting every week. Student Union
Senate Chambers. 11 • 12 p.m. All are welcome.
Thursdays
SPANISH TABLE CLUB: Regular Meeting every week. Student Union
Senate Chambers. 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. All are welcome.
Fridays
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CONVERSATION GROUPS:
Regular meeting every week. University Hall, 385. 3 - 4 p.m. Call 880-5816
for more information.

May 18,. 1994.

Formicans" by Constance
Congdon. University Theatre,
Creative Arts Building. 8:15 p.m.
Student$:$3. Alumni and Senior
Citizens:$5. General:$8.
GOSPEL FEST: Gospel Music.
Student Union Events Center. 7 - 9
p.m. Tickets Available at the ASI
Box
Office.
Students:$2.
General:$5.

Thursday, May 19

Monday, May 23

CONCERT: The Skeletones.
Student Union Courtyard. 9:30 -11
p.m.

WORKSHOP: "How to Choose a
Major" presented by Ray Navarro
Jr. Career Development Center.
Noon -1 p.m.

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION:
Business Meeting. Jack Brown Hall
#139.4 p.m.

Friday, May 20

Wednesdays

The Chronicle

Introduction to the Sacred
Drumming for Women'". Lower
Commons Patio. 2 p.m.

CREATIVE

WRITING

CONTEST: Deadline Today.
Submit works to English
Department (UH 334). $250 first
prize, $125 second prize in two
categories: Short Story and Poetry.
MUSIC: CSUSB Wind Ensemble,
directed by Luis S. Gonzalez, with
Rim High School Concert Band.
Creative Arts Building RecitalHall.
8:15 p.m. Students and Senior
Citizens:$3. General:$5.
THEATRE: "A Piece of My
Heart" by Shirley Lauro. University
Theatre, Creative Arts Building.
8:15 p.m. Students:$3. Alumni and
Senicx" Citizens:$5. Geiieral:$8.

Saturday, May 21
CAREER
CONNECTION
CONFERENCE: Workshops and
Seminars, sponsored by the Career
Development Center. 9:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. Open toStudents, Alumni
and General Public. Students:$10.
Alumni:$15. Others:$25. More
infonnation available in the Career
Development Center.
FESTIVAL: The
African
American Family Conference,
featuring music, food, dance and
dress of the culture. Lower
Commons Plaza. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
THEATRE: "Tales of the Lost

SPEAKER: "Women and Sexual
Health". Student Union Events
Center "C". Noon.

Tuesday, May 24
COMEDY SHOW: "Chuckle
House Comedy Jam". Student
Union Events Center. 8-10 p.m.
Cost: TBA
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION:
Speaker Meeting.Tammy Hall frwn
Directors Mortgage. Panorama
Room, Lower Commons. 4 p.m.
RECITAL: Senior Saxophone
Recital, featuring Val Jamora.
Creative Arts Recital Hall. 8:15 p jn.
Free.
DISCUSSION: "Gay Life: An
Introspective Look" presented by
Reyes Carranza. Student Union
Multicultural Center. 6 p.m.
SPEAKER: "How to successfully
purchase or lease a car: The
alternatives" presented by J.
Freeman Sawyer, Vice President of
Toyota. Jack Brown # 111.4:30-6
p.m. Free.
CAREER DAY: "Health Care
Administration Career Day".
Student Union Events Center "C".
1 - 4 p.m.

Wednesday, May 25
RECEPTION: Rainbow Faculty
and Staff Appreciation. Student
Union Courtyard. 4:30 p.m.

WORKSHOP: San Bernardino
Sheriffs Department SelfDefense Workshop. Student
Union Events Center "B". 6:30
p.m. - 9:30p.m. Alsoon Thursday.
RECITAL: Faculty Artist
Recital, featuring Jerrold
Pritchard. Creative Arts Recital
Hall. 8:15 p.m. Studenis:$4.
General:$6.
COUNTRY MUSIC: The
Western Union Band. Student
Union Courtyard. 11 a.m. - 1:30
p.m. Free.

Friday, May 27
THEATRE; "Tales of the Lost
Formicans" by Constance
Congdon. University Theatre,
Creative Arts Building. 8:15 p.m.
Students:$3. Alumni and Senior
Citizens:$5. General:$8.
ACCOUNTING ASSOCUTION:
Finn Tour. Ernst & Young (One
of the Big Six). 4 p.m.
CLOTHESLINE PROJECT:
Sponsored by Women Enraged
and House of Ruth.Visual Display
(HI Campus.

Saturday, May 28
THEATRE: "A Piece of My
Heart" by Shirley Lauro.
University Theatre, Creative Arts
Building. 8:15 p.m. Students:$3.
Alumni and Senior Citizens:$5.
General:$8.

Tuesday, May 31
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION:
Panel Discussion. Panorama
Room, Lower Commtms. 4 p.m.
SPEAKER: "Avoiding CoDependency in Relationships"
presented by Dr. Martha Kazlo.
Student Union EventsCenter "C".
Noon.
CONCERT: CSUSB Jazz Band.
Creative Arts Recital Hall. 8:15
p.m. Sludents:$3. General:$5.
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CHRONICLF Commentary
HECKLER'S
CORNER
heck'ler (heder) n. One who badgers
with questions, comments or gibes.
Syn. see BAIT.
April has been rif^d off the wall and
there is now a month and a half to go in
spring quarter. There has got to be some
way togetacountdown clock in the student
union to remind us that
Jeremy classes are almostover and
Heckler
^ job-searching summer is ahead. Fortunately
f(x me,1 may have a job as a soldier in the
book invasion of the new library wing.
Those of you who might have something
against me can visit the new wing this
summer.
For the voting public, the iHimary electi(xi is coming up and it's the Republican
Party's chance to oust Pete Wilson from
office. Two thumbs up! Then again, his
opponent is Ron Unz, who describes him
self as a Reagan Republican. That's like
classifying yourself as a Howdy Doody
Republican. Compare that to Pete Wilson
who is less likely to be seen on a immigra
tion poster than anywhere else and you've
got yourself an interesting campaign.
On the other party line are the Demo
crats who have three interesting candidates,
John Garamendi,Kathle^ Brown, and Tom
Hayden. Garamendi seems to look good
because hedoesn'tcarry the radical stigma
of Hayden or even of the stigma of Brown's
l*other, Jerry "Moonbeam" Brown. The
good thing is th^ all three candidates have
agreed not to bash each other, which leaves
more room for the Republicans and other,
more political columnists.
This issue's mud bog award, literally is
Parking Lot F. The lot that serves as the
windy seascMi's version of the dustbowl
could have been used for a Tractor Pull two
weeks ago when the rains came. The park
ing services which gave us the parking
wedge has neglected a widely used lot way
outside of Jack Brown Hall. To be blunt,
there are three and a half mtxiths until Fall.
Do you think maybe there are enou gh of our
parking fees to pave parking lot F?
Everything in parking services is not all
bad. The thumbs up of the fortnight goes to
Public Safety and their resurgence in vis
ibility. More warnings are coming out and
officers are seen everywhere. People are
even shocked that they got a ticket for not
showing a parking sticker. Seeing the in
creased security makes me feel a lot safer
on those late nights I spend here on campus.
Kudos goes to Foundation Food Ser
vices for opening up a sub shop in the old
Pub. The Sub Pub offers a variety of sand
wiches and drinks for the residents of the
pub. Officials say it will only be open until
the end of the quarter when builders begin
the facelift of the facility. It's a total bum
mer because I still like going over there to
hang out in its relaxed atmosphere.

Letter To The Editor
"If you are not on my list, step to the
front of the class. You are now in the
Monday night class."
This is what students, in an over
crowded class for Education 542D heard
on Tuesday, April 12, a night of horror.
There were 73 students on the teacher's
roll sheet, and another 20 plus who were
enrolled, but not on the list.
Dr. Hernandez, the instructor, infonned
the group that he was splitting the class
into three groups: two groups for Tuesday
and the third would have to go to Monday
nights. Volunteers were sought for the
Mtxiday night class, but only nine hands
were raised. "Not enough," said Dr.
Hernandez. "We cannot have a class for
nine students."
The majority of students claimed that
they already had classes on Monday nights,
but Dr. Hernandez insisted. I told him that
TRACS had confirmed me for the Tuesday
night class; many of the other students had
the same experience. Regardless of this
fact, Dr. Hernandez insisted on the change.
After explaining my situation to Dr.
Blair,I was flowed to attend my Monday
and Wednesday class on Tuesday nights so
that I could attend the new Monday night
class. Since I had already completed two
assignments during the Hrst two weeks of
class, 1 was worried about having a
different teacher. I was assured that "all
the teachers were teaching the same
infcMination."
However, I soon realized that the
teachers did not all teach the same mate
rial. I ended up three weeks behind, not to
mention having to read an additional book
and complete two additional assignments.
With some creativity and compassion
for the students, I am convinced that other
arrangements could have been made. And
why was TRACS allowed to issue confirmaticMi to all these students without
adequate resources to accommodate them?
I would also like to see the whole
curriculum for the teaching credential
revamped. I was scheduled to begin Phase
II this spring. However, by the time I was
allowed to register, one of the classes I
needed was filled. I was not able to add it,
and now my student teaching is delayed a
whole quarter. If students have to register
in phases, then the classes should not only
be available, and they should be able to
register M a higher priority level.

Have you got something you
want to beef about?

Forgiveness: A Selective
Phenomenon?
by Bnatt LeCSf

removed English's music from their shelves
are still selling a best-selling book by a huge
There seems to be a glaring hypocrisy mass media figure who is also "living in sin."
inherent in many of oiu nation's morals,
I am speaking of Rush Limbaugh,a king
values, and beliefs, but never has this of hypocrisy himself. He claims to be a
hypocrisy been more evident than in the case "Christian" and a man of "family values,"
of the morals, values, and beliefs of modem and yet he is currently living with a divorced
woman and her small children. This was
Christianity and the "Religious Right."
As a Christian myself, and a self- revealed by respected radio psychologist Dr.
proclaimed member of the "Progressive Laura Schlesinger, who has called Mi.
ReligiousModerates," I takeextremeoffense Limbaugh's show on previous occasions to
at some of these blatant hypocrises. I find "inform" him. Schlesinger maintains that NO
these events to be in direct contradiction to unmarried man should be living in the same
Christian teachings and the Bible itself. In household with an unmarried woman and her
other words, the so-called /undamental small children.
If Rush Limbaugh is "living in sin," then
foundations of the "Religious Right Agenda"
why do local Christian bookstores such as
have been violated.
These hypocrises begin with the story of Berean in Colton continue to sell his bestChristian contemporary singer Michael selling books? Why has he not also been
English. Shortly after winning aDove Award ostracized as Michael English was? Is it a
(the gospel music equivalent of the (jrammy matter of politics, or is it simply blatant
Award) for best m^e gospel perfonnance, hypoaisy?
English calledapress conference toannounce
The Bible is clear about its stance on
that he would no longer sing Christian music "sexual sins" (see I Corinthians chapters 6 &
because of bis admitted extramarital affair 7; Revelations 14:4; IThessalonians4:3;and
with a married female gospel singer. He Hebrews 13:4 for starters). Yet Berean and
voluntarily returned his Dove Awards, other CTiristian bookstores continue to provide
confessed his sin, and asked fn"forgiveness. a meal ticket for a man who is living in clear
Instead of being granmd forgiveness, violation of these Christian principles. Why?
I think the reason for this hypocrisy is
English wascrucified. His recording contract
with a Wamer Brothers subsidiary was simple. The "Religious Right's" political
canceled, his t^s and compact discs have agenda has infiltrated the very things we all
been pulledfrom the shelves oi local Christian hold near and dear our uncorrupted morals
bookstores. Christian radio stations have and simple values. The politics of reactionary
refused to play his music, and he has been conservatism has dictated that Mr.
ostracized by his so-called "brothers in Limbaugh's book remain in the spotlight
Christ." Furthermore, his coh(»l in sin was within the Christian community, even though
fired from her band and has also been treated his lifestyle violates the very fundamental
foundationsof Christianity and the"Religious
as a pariah.
Not only does this violate the teachings Right."
Whether we subscribe to modern
of the Bible (see Matthew 5:44-45; Mark
11:25; Matthew 6:14; Romans 12:20; and Christianity's view of morals and values or
Proverbs 20:22 for starters), butit also reveals not, one thing is nearly universally shared by
a hypocrisy of the highest degree...Many of
See Hypocrisy, page 4
the same Christian bookstores that have
OaonctesU^vritrr
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Cinco De Mayo Victory Celebration,
not Mexico's Independance

Latino Scholarships Awarded

bj/ Brian Lees, ommcu ,t<^wnttT

hyMaritsa PapoAndreas,

group. Speakers included Dr. Juan
Gonzalez, Dr. Elsa Valdez, and Pro
CSUSB celebrated Cinco de fessor Juan Delgado.
One of the highlights of the day
Mayo on Thursday, May 5, in the
was
when CSUSB junior Jose
Student Union courtyard with vari
ous colorful festivities and guest Magallanes won the jalapeno eat
ing contest by devouring eleven
speakers.
Cinco de Mayo is a Mexican large peppers in two minutes. He
holiday which honors the victwy of was awarded a three month free
the Mexican army over invading membership to the San Bernardino
French forces at Puebla, Mexico in Family Fitness Center, courtesy of
1862. It is not a celebration of Mexi Los Amigos.
Los Amigos club president
can independence.Mexico achieved
independence from Spmn on Sep Oaudia Marroquin served as the
mistress of ceremonies. After spend
tember 16, 1821.
CSUSB's Cinco de Mayo cel ing a month and a half preparing for
ebration was sponsored by Los the celebration, she was elated at
Amigos, Delta SigmaChi (a prima how smoothly the festivities ran.
"I was really happy at the out
rily Latino co-ed fraternity), the
Latino Business Association, and come of this effort to present the
the Women's Resource Center. Latino community in a positive
light," Marroquin said. "We wanted
Funds were provided by ASI.
Festivities included a live to present a taste of what the Mexi
mariachi band, music performed can culture is about; that it is not
by Sol Naciente, singer Sister Rosa just about chips, salsa, and
MarthaZarato, and afolklmc dance margaritas."

OmmeU tufj vrittr

Cal State's Association of
LatiiK) Faculty, Staff and Students
held its Ninth Annual Scholarship
Banquet on April 30th. The
Association awarded ten $500
scholarships, recognizing the
achievements of Latino students.
The $25-per-plate evening
featured quest sp^er and bestselling author Victor Villasenor.
Villasenor, who was a high
school dropout and never read a
ftovel until the age of twenty, spent
12 years researching and writing
his non-fiction saga. Rain of Gold,
the story of his parents' immigration
from Mexico to California during
the Mexican Revolution.
His other novel. Macho!, has
been compared to the best of John
Steinbeck by the Los Angeles Times.
He has also written several
screenplays, including the awardwinning "Battle of Gregorio
Cortez," and written a PBS

television series based on Rain of
Gold.
Prior to his presentation,
Villasenor surprised the 175 quests
attending the banquet by asking
them to shake hands and to hug
each other, encouraging a spirit of
getting along with everyone. His
main message dealt with strong
family values such as the mother's
strong, central role in the Latino
family.
Forty Latino applicants
submitted scholarship letters of
recommendations and an essay
explaining why they needed the
scholarship. Ten finalists were then
selected to receive the awards.
Scholarship recipients and
presenters were: Gina Crevello
(continuing) by ALFSS-Agnes
Krug Memorial; Myra Duarte
(graduate) by Anheuser-Busch;
Janeth Ramirez (freshman), Sonia
Diaz (continuing), Erika Nunez
(continuing), Beatrice Verduzco
(continuing), Carlos Bolanos
(graduate), and Joseph Rodriguez

r
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(transfer) by the Association of
Latino Faculty, Staff and Students;
Hilda Mathius (freshman) and
Carolina Santana (continuing) by
the Latino Business Students
Association.
CSUSB librarian, Mary Moya,
was honored as the Associations*
Outstanding Member, presented by
banquetchairman, JoeLiscano. This
award recognizes the members who
have given of themselves beyond
the call of duty.
The banquet was held on
campus in the Upper Commons,
with the foodprovided by CSUSB's
Tito (featuring Latino entrees), and
with music provided by the group
NighUife for the dance.

Hypocrisy
Continued from page 3
^1 of us: a disgust for dishonest
hypocrites who fail to fxactice what
they preach. People of all religions
or creeds usually abhor a hypocrite.
Michael English paid the price
for bissin, even though he asked for
love,
forgiveness,
and
understanding. Rush Limbaugh
continues to profit from his
indiscretion, even though he never
has and never will show theslightest
remorse, much less ask for
forgiveness. This injustice leaves
me to believe that the "Religious
Right" is infested with hypocrisy.
Whether it is the glorification
of Richard Nixon (aman whowould
have been impeached and could
have gone to prison, had he not
resigned) in recent days or the
various attempts by greedy,
corporate conservatives (through
"Whitewatergate" or PaulaJones)
to derail Bill Clinton's health care
plan because of their own vested
interest, hypocrisy prevails in how
we decide morals, values, or beliefs
in our society.
As a Christian whoconsistently
lives a Christ-like life and believes
in a kind, loving God, I recognize
diat these hypocrises are highly
destructive. I also realize that Rush
Limbaugh does not speak for me,
nor can he speak for any true
Christian. Furthermore, I telieve
that Michael English acted human,
as all of us do, and is truly sorry for
his mistakes.
I agree that perhaps Michael
English should no longer perform
Christian music because his
wrongdoing was essentially a
hypocrisy itself. But if we are to be
consistent, then the time has come
to have a good, old-fashioned
bookbuming of Mr. Limbaugh's
pages of hypocritical fertilizer. And
that's "the way things ought to be."
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Movie Review
'Bad
by Maritsa PapaAndreas,

How about the men in the film? Are they
characterized as pitiful creatures or, even
wOTse, as cartoon-like characters? No, they
are presented as men covering the real life
spectrum of attitudes towards women ranging
from love/compassi(xi to physical abuse/
murder.
This film, to its credit, does not have an

Double Take

selling itself as stxnething new and refreshing
when it is actually stale and stagnant. It also
What a great idea—a western film about exploits its women by transforming them
It is the American West in the waning days
cowgirls! UnfcMtunately, theresult is amostly into nothing more than a tease for sexually
of the 19th century, and four women with no
misguided, farcical production which is only insatiable men. Finally, it exploits its men by
rights, no justice, and no one to stand up for
marginally entertaining.
sculpting them into either sweet and naive
them areforced tostand up for themselves. It
The film is "Bad Girls" and the acting is milquetoasts or sadistic and moronic villains.
is a dangerous time to be a woman. And a
Gee, how original.
good lime to have friends.
Just how far will this
"Bad Girls," starring
film
go in its exploitation?
Madeline Stowe, Mary Stuart
There are blatant sado
Masterson, Drew Barrymore
masochistic overtones in
and Andie MacDowell breaks
scenes
where the villainous
the mold of the conventional
Kid Jarett (played by J ames
Western "shoot 'em up" with
Russo) tames Stowe and
ahigh-concept story thatputs
Barrymore with bullwhips
a new spin on the courage,
and
rope. There are scenes
excitement and romance that
in
which
our four heroines
are part of the legend of the
(especially Barrymore)
American West.
show more cleavage, frilly
Clearly, what is being
underwear, and bare skin
stressed by the makers of
than
any man could have
"Bad Girls" is the political
ever seen in a lifetime on
ideology of feminism and that
the frontier. And finally,
the time is ripe to deliver a
there are those obligatory
film whose content focuses
romantic scenes which
on
the
historical
clumsily contrived in this
subordination of women.
film.
So, does this film succeed
Dermot Mulroney (of
as a vehicle for its aspirations?
"Pointof
No Return" fame)
Is it consistent with feminist
plays
the
grossly
values? In my opinion, yes
stereotypical
handsome
on both accounts.
young cowboy whofeels it
Let's start with a basic set
is his duty to help these
of assumptions for defming
four women, as if they
feminism given to me by my
cannot take care of
communications professor,
themselves. Yet the film
Scott Rodriguez, because I
contradicts itself when
believe the standard of
Mulroney's character buys
judgment for this film rests
the farm (as does almost
on these criterion:
every
other male character
1)
Women
are
in this film) while the girls
subordinated by having a
try to rescue him from Kid
second-place status with
Jarett.
_
LANCE STAEOL£R/20lh Century Fox
regard to the status
of men;
The lone highlight of
2) men subordinate women;
Characters of "Bad Girts" from left to right: Cody (fi^adeleine Stowe), Eileen (Andie MacDowell),
"Bad Girls" is Jerry
therefore men bear part of Anita (Stuart Masterson) and Lilly (Drew Barrymore).
Goldsmith's
soaring
the responsibility for the problem; and 3) implicit message of man-hating. If it did, its
just
what
the
title
could
imply—BAD!
The
musical
scores.
CJoldsmith
("Basic
Instinct,"
equality between men and women is desirable. message of feminism would lose much of its
quartet of tough beauties are played by among others) is notoriously famous for
The high-concept aspect of "Bad Girls" credibility.
Madeleine Stowe, Mary Stuart Masterson, taking one basic theme and recycling it into
deals with presenting four stubborn women
How does this film compare to other
who hold out for their own needs, whoare not feminist-proclaimed films such as "Thelma Andie MacDowell, and Drew Barrymore. the various movements used throughout a
victims, and whoare women doing what men and Louise"? I believe it is in a category of Each of these women have contributed better film during its various moods. Although his
normally do to secure their vision of freedom: its own. "Thelma and Louise" focuses more perfcmnances to other films, but one can't "Bad Girls" scores are clearly not his best
help wondering why MacDowell didn't stick WOTk, it is still quite interesting to hear a
they fight back.
on the here and now of the moment, while
However, they live in a world where a "Bad Girls" focuses on the future prospects to modeling and why Barrymorehasn' tretired maestro like Goldsmith take a cmck at a
stereotypical western sound.
woman's fate is determined by men. Thus, of its heroines as they desire to secure a yet.
The
storyline
is
reminiscent
of
the
corny
All in all, "Bad Girls" could have been a
they decide to employ their most powerful stronghold for their future in a man's world
spaghetti westerns of yesteryear and is good movie. The idea of cowgirl heroines
weapon; they clasp hands in a collective by aossing over gender-related barriers.
complimented perfectly by the cheesy was a good premise; it was just poorly
attempt to determine their own fate.
A more appropriate film comparison
performances. There is the stereotypic^ executed. Nevertheless,"Bad Girls" will still
The women of "Bad Girls" were feminists would be "The Magnificent Seven" in which
portrayal
of religious figures as fanatics; the be entertaining for most adolescents. And, of
before it was fashionable to beso. They have the men have joined forces to offer deliverance
been subordinated by men, and they desire to a small Mexican village from its barbaric shallow perspective of prostitution as the course, a few adults may actually catch a
equality with men, especially regarding civil bandits. The women of "Bad Girls" also only role women played in frontier America; laugh or two at the silliness of this ludicrous
and the obligatory swimming hole, lynch display of overacting and melodramatics. If
rights.
tackle bandits who are bent on killing them,
mob,
and great climatic shootout scenes. So Hollywood really wants to bring stronger,
They t^ a passion deepwithin themselves after first trying to use the women for their
what
else
is new?
more positive roles for women to the screen,
to remedy their existing condition of being pleasure.
In
other
words,
"Bad
Girls"
is
the
classic
it needs to do much better than this.
manhandled—albeit, by becoming newly
All in all, I expect audiences will respond
exploitation
film.
It
exploits
the
audience
by
hatched outlaws on the I^ in a man's world. favorably and inspirationally to this
Are these wtunen iqipropriaterole models? entertaining, high-tech, andhigh-ctmceptfilm
Instead of going to that movie, why
Just because the genre of the film is an which successfully empowers women by
entertaining Western, it does not mean that demonstrating that not every woman desires,
don't ya read The Chronicle ?
these women are unsympathetic or unrealistic needs, or waits for a man to come to her
We've got ZERO grams of fat per seryjngi
in their roles.
rescue.
•• • • • • • • • dV'W etV
0
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Omnadt ttc^ writer

by Bntin LeeSf Oirwvdestt^ivriier

POWER on your DESKTOP

The Macintosh 6100/60, one of the new Power PCs. Thismodel
features ffie standard 5'/^ disk drive as weil as a CD-ROM drive. It
is currently on display at the Coyote Computer Center.

TheMacintosh 7100/66, another of the new Power PCs. This
particular 7100 is equipped with a new fatigue-reducing keyboard,
It is also on display at the Coyote Computer Center.

Coyote Computer Center stocks a variety of computers and accessories
by Gary Kirby, chn,dek$t^wrtkr
Computm are evolving at an
incredible pace today, and it is pos
sible to see some of the newest
technology available in the base
ment of Coyote Bookstore. The
bookstores latest acquisitions in
clude the new line of Macintosh
computers from Apple Compulos,
Inc.
This new line of computers.

called the Power Macintosh, has
been introduced through the coopoatioo of Apple Ccmputers, IBM,
and MotCHola This system is based
on a completely new microprocessor chip called the POWCT PC. This
chip allows Apple to build a much
faster computer for a similar price
as existing computers. This makes
it possible to write and run more
ctnnplex programs and utilize su
perior graphics and audio technol

ogyThese conputers have also been
designed to solve the Hrst question
ail cmnputer buyers must answer
Windows (Apple) or MS-IX)S
(IBM ) ? They include software
that makes it possible to run both
types of programs, and all existing
Macintosh software can be used on
this new system.
The bookstore also has a
Macintosh set up in multimedia

18 & older

OLD SCHOOL
Funk - Free Style - Bass - 70's

Tue, Thuc Fri & Sal

Alder Creek
(909) 369-8889

sparkling pool & patio

ALTERNATIVE
Industrial - Goth
80's - Grunge

Doors open 9:00 p.m. nighty
Afterriours: Thur. Fri & Sat till 4:00 a.m

Fri. Sun. Men & Tue

10 bars - 4 zones - 4 vibes
I OOOi of PARTY PEOPLE
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"Best Subs In Town If
Now Open 'Til 10!
Nnrthnark I

csus

Any Regular 6" or 12" Sub ;
w/coupon, not good w/any other offer •
^^^

I

I (Except Weekends and most Holidays) |

or=r=

1357 Kendall

The Chronicle

I

sand volleyball court

DELMY'S

Wed, Thur, Fri & Sat

I

1 We're always |
I here when you |
I
need us!
j

central air conditioning
small pets welcome

UNDERGROUND
Deep House - Techno
Tribal - Trance

r
I

near shopping, freeway & schools

Tues, Wed, Tbur,
Frj, Sat & Sun

This keyboard has been designed to
be more efficient and to reduce the
amount of strain and injuries tradi
tional keyboards produce, such as
tunnel carpel syndrome.
The bookstore also carries a line
of laptop computers, including the
Newton which is a handheld com
puter that was designed to replace
the increasingly heavy and bulky
personal planners.

\THE CHRONICLE^.

2434 Canyon Crest Drive
Riverside, CA 92507

1 & 2 bdrm townhouses w/ attached garages

HIP HOP

Paged

mode with an operating CD-ROM
system and external speakers. The
picture quality and sound system
are far removed from the green
screen of the Apple II. CD-ROM
disks will quickly replace floppy
disks as the prefenred mode of data
transfer and storage as soon as an
effective means of storing data on
them is devised.
The bookstore also has a new,
non-traditional keyboard set up.

i

-Ultie
1^kendallDr.

^
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Delmy's

; 10% Student Discount

Advertised Socials

CLASSIFIEDS
Cruise Ships Now Hiring - Earn
up to $2,00(>f/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Summer and Full-Time employ
ment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0468 ext.C5985.
Speedy Research Reports: S6
per page. Over 50,000 topics and
clippings. Materials for research
assistance use only! 6546
Hollywood Blvd., 2nd Floor, Rm.
209, Los Angeles, CA 90028
Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30 am-4 pm.
Custom Research available.
Visa/MC/Amex/Fax. Call today!
1-800-356-9001.

For Sale: 1988 Mazda RX7,5speed, Air, AM-FM cassette, sun
roof. Like new cond., low miles.
$6,500yOBO. 794-7767

Accounting Tutoring - Senior
Accounting Major available for
on-campus tutoring in Account
ing 211 and 212. Call Chris at
(909) 880-7710 for details.
Four Bedroom Furnished
House for rent. Close to college.
Female, non-smoker, $3(X).00 per
room + $250.00 cleaning deposit.
4394847.

BUIUT FOB

Travel Abroad and Work
Make up to $2,000 - $4,000 +/
mo. teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 632-1146
ext. J5985.

,^sofpereonal!!V:5.i®

The Wooden Nickel

Beer Wine

Food

Gaines

Pool

"Best Burgers in town"
Saturday nite sing-along karaoke

842 Kendall Drive
San Bernardino

883-4317

to travel...

Europe only $269, New York
$129. Catch a jet anytime.
(Reported in Let's Go, NY Times)
Call 310-394-0550 AIRHITCH.
National Park Summer Jobs Tour guide, dude ranch, hosi(ess),
instructor, lifeguard, hotel staff,
trail maintenance, fireHghter, +
volunteer & government posi
tions available. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Apply now
for best positions. Call: 1-206545^804 ext.N5985.
Student Work $9.00/start
Parttim^full time positions
available scholarships awarded.
No experience required. Call
686-5410.
International Moving We ship
almost anywhere. Free estimate.
A-A TRANSFER 909-335-2628
or 1-800-889-MOVE.
Room in a Home - $300/month.
House privileges, non-smoker.
Highland area. Call 909-8643165 fw information.
For Rent Lovely 6 bedroom
house on Sherid^ Road. Walk
ing distance from campus. For
details call 909-864-3165.

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL^ TOO.
There's a ford or Mercury Just Uke You*..

and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
• $400 Cash Back or a Special A.P.R*
fersonally speaking, what you drive says a
tet'obout who you ore. So why not soy you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why
not soy it with o sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement—because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash bock or o
special Annual Percentage Rate* when
you bjjy o new Ford or Mercury. Or lease your
vehicle and get $400 cosh back!

Plus, Ford Credit con offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRf^
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
stotes (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Ftennsylvonio, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury deoler today and ask obout
the College Graduate Purchase Progrom. It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really ore!

'Special Annuol ^rcentoge Rote oliertrative and Ford Credit progroms not available on leases.
"To be eltgibie, you must graduate with a bocheiorls or groduote degree, or be enrolled in groduote school, between 1/1/94 ortd
9/30/94 This program is in oddition to all other notional customer incentives: except for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer ftogram.
You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95 Some^ostonser and vehide
restrictions apply. SO see your deoler for details.

International Students: Diffi
culties with term papers/oral
presentations? Call Word Right,
882-0510. Leave message.
Summer Jobs $10.15 starting
rate with $60 million National
Retail Firm. Can work full time
over summer^ait time through
out school. Scholarships avail
able. Interview now, start after
fmals. 87 openings throughout
Southern Cdifomia. 909-9855079 fOT application information.
®^IFORD

Place uour Classified Ad mill)
The Chronicle. Slmplij leave
Dougie Douglas a voice mail
alBBO-5931 and she
can help you.

-

r M E R C U R Y

Visit Your Nearest Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealership Today...
or Call 1-800-321-1536 for Details on the College Graduate Purchase Program
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Allende
Continued from page 1
she may never know.
After spinning a wild tale about
her elderly mother sparring with a
Polish Olympic boxing champion
at an exclusive California health
spa, Allende suddenly stopped.
"You don't believe me, do
you,?" she asked the tittering crowd,
which clearly did not. "That's too
bad. I wanted to include my mother,
the Polish champion and the spa in
my next novel, but if you don't
believe me, nobody else will."
During the question-andanswer session following her speech
51-year-old Allende reflected that
she should try to write her memoirs.
"But diey would be a pack of lies,"
she said, "because I cannot separate
fact from fiction anymore. I need
therapy."
In her hour-long lecture and
discussion in the Student Union

Event Center, Allende spoke about
her life and philosophy, fame and
celebrity, aiKl the events that have
sh^)ed her wwk.
Isabel Allende was bomin 1942
in Lima, Peru, and was raised in
Chile. She is the niece and
goddaughter of Salvador Allende,
the Chilean ivesident who was killed
when his government was
overthrown in 1973.
In her twenties, one of AUende's
first literary jobs was translating
English-language romance novels
into Spanish. She was fired for
making 'riiinor changes" in the plots
of British pulp-romance queen
Barbara Cartland's novels.
After a military coup d'etat
ousted Salvador AUende's Chilean
regime, Isabel Allende was forcibly
exiled from her homeland, settling
first in Venezuela, where she lived
for 13 years. Allende then moved to
San Francisco, whereshe lives with
her American' husband, lawyer
William -Gordon. The Chilean

government allowed Allende (now
a U.S. citizen) and other political
exUes to return in 1988, and she has
visited annually since then.
It is the story of Gordon and his
father, an itinerant preacher who
extolled his own religion, that is the
inspiration of Allende's latest novel,
"The Infinite Plan." Allende told
the amusing, romantic story of how
she met her husband, and leamed
about his father.
"I did what any writer of fiction
would do," she said. "I married the
man to get the story." Before the
laughter died, she added, "Well, I
also needed a green card."
"The Infinite Plan" is set in
Califomia, which she said is wellsuited to her style of fiction.
"I've never lived in a crazier
place," Allende said. "TaUc about
Magic Realism!"
Allende spoke of the changing
role of women in the world. As an
example of the sexist nature of
society, she evoked the image of

the Virginia authorities who combed
the woods all night long, searching
for John Wayne Bobbitt's severed
penis. "If it had been a woman's
head they were looking for,"
AUende said. 'They would have
waited until morning."
Allende said that wcxnen, as
traditional pRimary caregivers, have
the power and the responsibility to
change sexism in society, by
instilling feminist values in their
children.
"Mothers can change sexism,"
Allende said. 'We can do it in a
single generation."
On the experience of being a
celebrated female author, Allende
told of buying a copy of one of her
early books, on which a promoter
had attached a red paper band
describing her as "Garcia Marquez
in skirts!" Commenting on the
frequent critical comparisons of her
work to Marquez', Allende quipped
"After six books, I'm entitled to
some originality, and I think

(Marquez) copies me now."
AUende's writings, popular
throughout the Spanish-speaking
world, were once banned in Chile.
Her books still found a wide
audience among Chilean readers,
who photocopied illegal copies and
circulated them in secret. Allende
now owns a bootleg copy of "The
House of the Spirits" that was read
by over 80 people, its pages now
worn to tissue-thin fragility.
"Literature should be banned,"
said AUende. "When itis, everybody
wants to read!"
After the lecture and discussion,
Allende signed copies of her books
for her fans, some of whom waited
in line nearly an hour. Her visit was
co-sponsored by the national honor
society Phi Kappa Phi, The Pfau
Library Associates, the Dept. of
Foreign Languages, Intellectual
Life and the Visiting Scholars
Committee.

FILM REVIEW: 'The House of the Spirits'

'R'-rated soap a poor substitution for AUende's novel
by Anthony Gilpin, temommter
"The Houseof the Spirits" is supposed to
be a sprawling epic, teUing the bold, sensual,
somewhat magical stcxy of three generations
of a rich, powerful South American family,
caught up in an era of changing mores and
political revolution.
Thai's what it's supposed to be. What it
turns out to be is a wide-screen, R-rated
versimi of a "Masterpiece Theatre" miniseries.
It is as if someone took "Brideshead
Revisited," grafted on elements of "Lady
Chatterly's Lover," and transplanted the
whole thing to South America. One could
take this story, change the Spanish character
names, put in in Edwardian England, and it
wouldn't make any difference in the way
BiUe August's (Pelle the Conqueror) film

looks or sounds.
^
Estevan (Jeremy Irons) is a poor but
industrious man whose fiance dies while he
is away making his fortune. Years later,
Estevan, now a wealthy plantation owner,
returns and marriesClara (Meryl Streep,) his
first love's sister, who was only a child when
they met Clara, a clairvoyant who blames
herself for not foretelling her sister's death,
never spoke a word for the rest of her
childhood until Estevan proposed.
While Clara was growing up, Estevan
built a great hacienda, and became patron of
vast numbers of peasants whose men be
regarded as slaves, and whose women he
used for his pleasure. When they marry,
Estevan livesan ideal life, save for his jealous
suspicions about the close bonds developing
between Clara and Estevan's spinster sister

(Glenn Close.)
As theyears goby, Estevan, now a senator,
becomes richer and morecmnpt. The rest of
the story has todo with the love ^fair between
Estevan's daughter (Winona Ryder) and a
peasant gardener (AnttMiio Banderas) who
leads a peasant revol t against Esteban's faction
in the government.
The problem with this film has mostly to
do with the casting. Not the cast, who are all
splendid actors who play their roles
remarkably well. It's the casting of English
and American actors as Latino characters
that makes the film look and sound wrong,
especially when theseactors are placed among
hundreds of Latino extras. You can't take
these alabaster-skinned blondes and redheads,
who speak with Northern European accents,
give them Spanish character names and expect

the audience to accept them as South
Americans.
Another problem is the attitude towards
the subject matter. "The House of the Spirits"
is based on Isabel AUende's novel, which
loosely reflects her own family's history.
The style of the novel, Latin American magic
realism, describes a world in which magic is
real and accepted aspartof life. But the film's
attitude towards Clara's occasional telekinesis
is too casual. When a table rises in the air,
Esteban pushes it down as he passes by, just
a minor annoyance. What is left when the
magic is so diluted is standard soap-opera
fare.
The story is intriguing, but the film fails
in execution. If I were to recommend anything,
Iwouldrecommendreading Allende'snovel.

Latino actors protest casting of 'bankable'
Anglo stars in 'House of Spirits' leading roles
by Anthony Gilpi ft/ ttnhf wnitr
Bille August's film "The House of the
Spirits" received mixed reviews when it was
released in March. The big-budget, all-star
drama has performed poorly at the box office,
due in part to the controversy surrounding the
film's casting.
"The House of the Spirits" is based on the
novel by Qiilean author Isabel Allende (niece
of slain Chilean leader Salvador Allende.)
The leading characters are a powerful political
family in aficticHial South Americancountry.
Yet, iK)ne of theactors playing that family are
of Latino descent.
The business reasons August and
Miramax Films had for casting American
stars Meryl Streep, Glenn Close and Winona
Ryder, and English actors Jeremy Irons and
Vanessa Redgrave are obvious. These are
established, "bankable" stars, with legions of
fans who will see them in any film they do.
N(xie of them look remotely Latino, but there
are no Latino actors today with their kind of
box-office power in English-language films.
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"I can see both sides of the issue," said
CSUSB communications professor Cheryl
Harris, who teaches courses in film history
and broadcast writing. "The economic factor
from the industry is obvious, when you
consider that regional cinema has been
decimated around the world."
Del Zamora, representing a group of
Latino actors called Luchador Chicanos, has
called for a consumer boycott of "The House
of theSpirits," to protest the fact that Miramax
and August passed over available Latino
actors for die
lead roles.The
News Analysis
group charges
the studio with
a Catch-22 mentality in relying on bankable
stars while refusing latino actors the exposure
in a major film that would make them
bankable.
Zamoraalsonoted that while Irons, Streep
and the other lead actors play members of a
powerful and aristocratic family, the only
prominent Latino actors in "The House of the
Spirits," Antcmio Banderas and fonnerMiss

' "May

Venezuela Maria Conchita Alonso portray,
respectively, a gardener and a prostitute.
Author Allende was also surprised at the
way the film of her novel was cast. In a Los
Angeles Times interview, Allendesaid "I was
surprised that (director August) chose such
an Anglo-looking cast. Everybody is so blond.
But it is true that in latin America, the upper
classes look very European ."
Dr. Harris doubted that the actors
considered that their work in the film might
pose a political problem. "The typical male
actor might think he's capable of playing a
female character. It's an attitude that goes
with the profession."
Patrick Guerrero,a CSUSB student from
Peru, told The Chronicle th^ the casting of
Nc^em Europeans was not so far-fetched
f(v characters of South America's ruling class.
Guerrero, a biology major who expects to
graduate in the fall, said the film is basically
true to the history and culiure of the region.
He added that he enjoyed 'The House of the
Spirits" overall, and would recommend the
film to a friend.

BROUGHTTO
YOU BY
TWO BEERS
AND SOME
GOLD
MEDICINE.
Alcohol and medicine can affect your
balance, coordination, and vision.
After drinking or taking medication,
don't ride. That's the best ^ ^
prescription for your safety.\v/

MOTORCYCLE SAFEH FOUNUTION^

Gov't, releases
campus crime
statistics as a
'consumer aid'
from news services,
Dtfuu Inunl of Education

College students and their
parents are entitled to receive
campus crime data under final
regulations published by the U.S.
Education Department.
"Consumers have a right to
know what they're buying," said
U.S.Secretary of Education Richard
W. Riley, "and campus crime
statistics and safety procedures
provide critical information for any
parent or student when selecting a
college. If consumers can find out
the safety recordsofmotorvehiCles,
surely they should have access to
the same information for college
campuses."
Colleges and universities are
now required to distribute an annual
security report to all current students
and employees. Any prospective
student or employee will receive a
summary of this report and, upon
request, the complete report.
The report must include:
• statistics on the number of oncampus murders, rapes, robberies,
aggravated assaults, burglaries,
motor vehicle thefts, and arrests for
weapons possessions andliquor and
drug abuse violations;
• policies regarding security,
access to campus residences and
other facilities, and campus law
enforcement;
• procedures for reporting
crimes and other emergencies;
• infc»mation on campus sexual
assault and rape awareness
programs, procedures to follow
when a sex offense occurs,
disciplinary action procedures,
counseling opportunities, and
notification to students that the
school will make reasonable
changes of a victim'sacademic and
living situation;
• policies on the use, possession
and sale of alcoholic beveragesand

Health Center
blood drive nets
record 57 pints
by Kara Rizzo,

SOUTH AFRICA: A New Era?

A GSUSB professor gives his perspective on new
President Nelson Mandela's 'Promised Land'
by Kara Rizzo, editor in Mef
The news has been filled with
updates on the changes in South
Africa. Thecountry is transitioning
from a system of institutionalized
racism to one of greater rights for
all individuals, regardless of color.
Included in this change is the newly
granted right to vote, the exercise of
which propelled Nelson Mandela
into the office of president of South
Africa.
According to Dr. Clifford Singh,
a CSUSB physical education
associate professor, the right to vote
creates "visions of hope" in the
minds of South Africans.
Singh, a native of South Africa,
stated that "The culture of apartheid
createdastifling environment." Life
was dictated by a series of laws that

determined what one could could
not do, and there were serious
consequences if one overstepped
those ^undaries.
"Apartheid has affected South
Africans economically, politically,
socially, and educationally," Singh
noted. Much of the population is
illiterate, and "if a people cannot
progress, they are kept 'in place'."
Violence has been one result of the
frustration engendered by this kind
of oppression. "After some time,
they will resort to any means
necessary. A knife or a gun
represents the only form of power
they are able to obtain."
Singh acknowledged that to
Western minds, the right to vote is
not an extraordinary event, "but
South Africans believe that by
exercising their vote, they might

illegal drugs; and
• a description of programs
informing the campus community
about alcohol and drug abuse
education, crime prevention and
campus security practices.
Campus staff with "significant
counseling responsibility" will be
expected to provide statistical data
for the report, but may continue to
honor theconfidentiality of victims.
These staff persons are not included
in the definition of "campussecurity
authority" and are not required to
report crimes to law enforcement
officials.
The final regulations, which
appear in the April 29 Federal
Register, do require institutions to
make timely reports to the campus
community on crimes that are
considered a continuing danger to
other students andemployees.
These regulations implement
Title II of the Student Right-toKnow and Campus Security Act

(PL. 101-542). In accordancewith
the law, the secretary will compile
campus crime statistics from
collegesanduniversities and submit
a report to Congress in 1995.
In the near future, the
department will publish a booklet
to help colleges and universities
increase campus safety and respond
^propriately to victims of crime.
Campus Security Prog rams: A First
Look at Promising Programs will
outline a comprehensive campus
security program and offer
examples of effective programs
across the country.
In addition, die department will
ixovide close to $14 million this
year to colleges and universities to
help them develop campus-wide
]nt)grams to curtail the abuse of
alcohol and drugs. Alcohol in
particular has been found to be a
frequent correlate to violent crime,
especi^ly violence against young
women.

North Pointe
909-881-3305

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments from—$510
Discover the finer points of living...
Discover North Pointe

editor in chief

A CSUSB blood drive was held
on Thursday, May 12, in theStudent
Health Center. The drive was
sponsored by the Student Health
Center, Student Health Advisory
Committee, and Panhellenic/IFC
Council. According to the Student
Health Center, 57 pints of blood
were donated, which marks the most
successful blood drive to date.
For those who missed the blood
drive, questions can be directed to
the Blo^ Bank of San Bernardino
and Riverside Counties (1-800-8794484).

Wood Burning Fireplaces
Fitness Center w/Sauna
Indoor Racquetball Court
Cats
Central Heat/Air
3 Laundry Facilities
Welcome
Gated Community
Washer/Dryer Connection
Playground
Free Basic Cable & Refrigerator

1st Month's Rent $19.94
1265 Kendall Drive, San Bernardino, CA 92407

reach Mandela's 'Promised Land'."
The best way for South Africans
to solve their country's problems is
to attack those problems on many
fronts: 1) take care of the
infrastructuie(i.e. water, electricity,
improved living conditions); and2)
educate the illiterate masses.
"Change will cause scane pain,"
Singh recognized, "but South
Africans need to realize, also, that
change is a continual process-it
doesn't h^pen overnight." This is
important to remember in the times
ahead.
Some may become
disillusioned if their hopes are not
immediately fulfilled. "They must
temper hope with good judgement.
Slower change is better for the
country."
There are some obstacles to be
overcome if South Africa is to

ALL NEW

500

THURSDAY
50c WELL, WINE, & DRAFT
$1.00 CALL & LONGNECKS
7-11 pm
PLUS: A SEXY COWGIRL CONTEST!

FREE DANCE LESSONS
FROM LINE DANCES TO THE
2-STEP
7 pm
21 & Over

295 East Caroline
San Bernardino, Ca

Just South of I-10 off Waterman
Behind Family Fitness

Take 1-215 North; exit 27th St. and turn right
Turn left at Little Mountain Dr. & right on Kendall Dr.
Mon-Sat 9-7

become more unified. "Mandela
talks about forgiveness, but how do
the masses forgive and forget when
they have so much anger?" Singh
also recognizes the damaging
effects of the stereotype that blacks
and whites cannot coexist when, in
fact, they need each other.
Singh summarized his thoughts
on South Africa: "The resources
are there to make it a beautiful
country. Those resources can either
be utilized or they can go down the
drain. South AMca can become
thai'Promised Land' for a new era.
If the people can change !^eir
attitudes and if growth is provioc 1
for everyone, then South Africacan
become a beacon for all groups in
Africa."

909-824-5444
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ASI

ing, Tompkins announced that the
closed session itself was called ille
Continued from page 1
gally, in direct violation of Section
11126 of the California Govern
Gonzalez asserted that since be ment Code, ASI Bylaw 2, Section
is a Board member and a full par 5, subsections A, F, and 1, and ASI
ticipant of the Board, he should not Bylaw 3. Section 2, subsection 1.
ASI President-elect Lou
be expected to withdraw htmi de
bate or voting,especially when the Monville submitted a memorandum
Board "wishes to 'play' politics to Tompkins regarding these viola
tions after he and other commence
with individual reputations."
Gonzalez accused the Board of ment speaker candidates were asked
rejecting a committee recommen to leave the meeting.
This violates state law because
dation and politicizing a selection
it
was
not a disciplinary procedure
process, "pinning the vote" on his
andMonville had fK>t b^n given 24
remarks.
Gonzalez concluded by sarcas hours notice in order to request per
tically assuring the Board that he mission to attend the meeting. In
would not hold this issue in confi addition to this, ASI bylaws also
dence because "after all, we now prohibit the Board taking action on
know what confidential means to any item which has not been listed
on the agenda at least 7 days in
certain members of this Board."
Also during the May 10 meet advance.

Furthermore, this Chronicle of the Califc^ia Government Code
staff reporter was also asked to clearly states that "for the purposes
leave, in violation of ASI Bylaw 3, (tf diissectioD. 'employee* sh^not
Section 1, regarding ASI's policy include any person who is elected
(in concurrence with the state gov to, or ai:qx>inted to a public office
ernment code) about "q)en meet by, any state body."
Monville presently holds an ap
ings."
Accoding to Monville, the is pointed position in ASI and is ap
sue has been handled to his satis plying for an appointed position
faction since the memorandum was (commencement speaker) for the
presented to ASI. Shortly after re- graduation ceremony. Therefore,
ceivingacopyofMonville'smemo, Monville's rights were violated
ASI Chief Justice Joe Rixraan ruled when he was asked to leave the
inMonville'sfavc*',overturning the meeting.
Tompkins conceded that the
Board's original action, putting the
issue on the agenda for the follow Board of Directors was guilty of
ing week, and upholding ASI's wrongdoing and volunteered to
"take the r^" for it. However, the
policy of open meetings.
ASI could have legally called a general consensus of Board mem
closed session meeting (with the bers is that ASI acted properly and
proper notice) in order to deliberate {Hx>mptly in order to correct the
on a personnel matter or a disciplin matter as soon as possible.
ary procedure. But Section 11126

Basketball banquet a big success
Ctassy closet
Codies

cHUdren's

& consignment
- ^ds

2nd time around fashions

high quatity ciotfiing at (aw, (aw prices
2S9
40tfiSt.
San (BemarcOno

Q on 1 Q
- 1 0O b

by Bill Gray, aOiltHes Jepartnenl
A final tribute to this year's
Wtxnen's Basketball team was held
(Ml Friday, May 6. Oi that evening,
125 fans of the Coyote's joined
with the Three Point Club at
C!asiaway's Restaurant for the 199394 Women's Basketball Awards
Banquet
The banquet was held to honor
the team's second place in the

SuTimer can be the perfect time to continue vrtKk OT
your degree or just get those pesky GE dasses out of

NCAA-II NaticMials, accomplished
with the best record in the nation.
This year's banquet was
highlighted by a 15 minute video
chronicling this past season. The
video was followed by individual
awards given to members of the
1993-94 Coyote squad.
The Host Three Point Club
wishes to thank the many fans who
were in attendance. Activities
Director, Polly Nelson FcMd, would
like to send out a special thanks to
some organizations who provided a
great deal of support: Kappa Delta
Sorority, Delta Sigma Chi and
Sigma Gamma Phi Fraternities.
Also sun>ortive this season were
the entire staff of the Coyote
BcxiksiCMe, and the Foundation.

The Summer Session catalog outlines the schedule,
fees, and registration procedures. ljx)k for yours in
the mail, or pick up a free one at the Pfau Library or
the Office of Extended Education (SH-134) ^

PP00. Three book boxes plus

special unit rates!

Unit Size
5'x10'
10'x10'

Reg. Rate
jm
Jt&s

10"x15'
10*x20'

Jids

Special Rate
$25
$40
$50
$70

Valid with ad only. Offer ends September 30.1993.
No other discounts apply.
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Hearings were held on April 27
and May 4 regarding the aIl(x:ation
of IRP (Instructurally Related
Programs) funds for the 1994-95
school year.
Several campus entities are
vying for increased funding fcMnext
year. Athletics is seeking thelargest
chunk of the $290,293 of total
requests: approximately $122,500
or 42.2%. Athletics is followed by
theater arts with $35,500 (m 12.2%,
music with $23,228 or 8%, and
KSSB radio with $21,120 or 7.3%.
Other sizable requests were
made by the art gallery (6.5%),
graduate research (5.2%), forensics
(4.1%), the Model United Nations
(3.9%), the television station
(2.9%), The Chronicle (2.4%), and
the literary magazine. The Pacific
Review (2.3%).
Although total requests are
down 7.4% from last year, most
campus entities do not expect to
receive the full amount of their
individual requests.
Nevertheless,
some
(Mganizations are asking for huge
increases in funding from this year.
KSSB radio, for instance, is
requesting a 171% increase frcxn its
1993-94 allocation of $7,800.
Forensics, student research
ccMnpetitions, and graduate research
programs are all requesting 50%
increases in funding.
Deliberations by the ASI
Finance Board for the actual
allocation of IRPfunds are currently
underway. A final IRP budget for
the 1994-95 sch(X)l year will be
released on May 18.

... need extra space?

the Unlvefsity's academic programs are offered.
MaiHn registration is Apriil - May 27.

by Brian Lees, onmaeu

Stop cramming...

the way.
Summer Session classes begin June 27 and most of

IRP Budget Set

Storaae
1450 West 23rd St.
(North ol Highland at Ml. Vernon)

(909) 687-2351

SHORT FICTION:

...Eye of the Beholder
By Frank P. Lopez

Little did I know that the following chain of events would have such a profound and
lasting effect on my attitude about myself and those around me. This incidentenabled me
to realize how differently we, as imperfect human beings, often perceive ourselves with
all our biases and subjectivity. For the first lime I was given a glimpse of how someone
else could easily misconlstrue the person that 1 knew to be me.
It was during my senior year in high school when I suddenly found myself lying on
the ground stunned, wondering what in the hell happened. With a ringing in my head, I
could feel jagged bits of asphalt in my elbows as I tried to catch my breath. I couldn't
believe just a few minutes earlier, I was carefree, cuitting across the high school parking
lot with my best friend Jerry. He and I had decided to go to a high school football game.
It wasearly fall of 1968. We were seventeen and filled with therebellious spirit of the time.
We left the football game early after deciding to go out to eat and I remember having to
do double-time. It was all I could do to keep up with his six-foot, three-inch frame.
Despite the fact that he had been blind since birth, Jerry had developed tremendous
mobility skills. He did not rely on a cane but rather wore large hOTseshoe taps on the heels
of his engineer boots. This enabled him to use a form of radar. As he walked along, the
click of his heels would give off a distinct sound that would allow him to tell how far away
an object was. His hearing was so finely tuned that when I first met him, I thought he had
some sight. However, one day I heard the jingle of a chain link fence and the clack of his
heels as he tried to maintain his balance after running into it. Because of this, we used to
laugh about how sound didn't bounce off chain link very well. Not having his
extraordinary hearing, I was prone to ricochet off a few walls now and then. Because we
were high school seniors, the last thing we wanted our fellow students to see was a white
cane in our hands.
Just before finding ourselves lying on the ground, we had been discussing how
ludicrous it was that the State of California required us to take a driver's education class
as well as a mobility class on how to use a cane. Unfortunately, this did not give us a clue
as to why we were both suddenly lying on the ground, breathless and numb with pain. It
seemed that there was a harassing voice calling to us in the distance, "Both of you up.
Now!" I had no idea who it was other than that they must have been ina car. I could hear
their engine running as well as smell their heavy hydrocarbon, spewing exhaust. I tried
to get off the ground but I still hadn't been able to catch my breath. I assumed the same
had happened to Jerry because I could hear faint moans along side me. Suddenly I felt a
sharp j^ to the left side of my rib cage. A voice said, "What are you two on?" Hearing
ano^er voice asking Jerry if he had been drinking, I tried to respond but I still couldn't
catch my breath.
Finjdly, with a burst of air I sucked in a breath and yelled out, "We're blind!"
The man standing over me replied, "You're blind drunk!"
Though this entire incident occurred in only a few mcments, time seemed to last an
eternity. I eventually came to the realization that they were two of LAPD's Fmest, after
hearing the squawk tox resonate from the patrol car and feeling the night stick in my ribs.
By now Jerry and I were both standing, a bit groggy and simultaneously asking, "What
the bell did we hit? I heard a click of Jerry's t^s and something rattle. He said,
"Damn...we rant into this chain suung across the ^ron of the parking lot!"
In a sarcastic tone 1 said, "I guess you can classify chains with chain link fences.!"
By now LA's Finest were testing us for drugs by shining flashlights in our uncooperatve
eyes. My guess is that they wanted to get a pupil response, which they did not get. I can
remember one of the officers yelling out, "This one's really gone." I couldn't help but
laugh; it sounded more like I was dead than blind! One of the officers appeared to be much
younger and more brazen than the other, and maybe he felt he had something to prove.
Consequently, he liked using his nightstick. He slapped me callously on the shoulder with
it and said, "Walk toe to toe until I tell you to turn around." Next he said, "Follow my finger
without moving your head."
I told him, "Officer, I'm blind."
With a quick snap he replied, "You're blind drunk!" All of this time Jerry had been
relatively quiet, which was unlike him. The only thing I could figure is that he must have
hit much harder than I did. Finally, I heard the younger officer crack him with his
nightstick.
Jerry yelled out, "St(q> it, you S.O.B.! Can't you see we're blind?"
Eventually, it came down to proving that we were blind. This was a unique situation
for us because we tried to prove just the opposite for most of our lives. As teenagers it was
important to us to be part of our peer group as much as possible and here we are proving
otherwise; however,we could take no more. Jerry reach^ into the orbits of hiseyesockets
and plucked out his artificial eyes from them and yelled, "Is this pwf enough for you?!"
Immediately, the younger officer faded to one side and gave up his dinner. I never heard
two more apologetic officers in my life after that. It seemed as though they had come and
gone but left an indelible impression on Jerry and myself. Later we laughed nervously
about it and I remember Jerry saying, "I would have given anything to see the look on those
cops' faces!"
On the whole, this incident had made me realize that it was highly likely that I would
have to prove something to someone for the rest of my life. It might just be something to
myself, or my boss or teachers. No doubt, I realized that there are demands made on all
of us and we all dcm't have eyes that we can pluck from their sockets. I decided there and
then never to use my visual limitations as an excuse for what I could not do. I learned not
of judge people on face value but to try and remember to give them the benefit of the doubt
whenever possible. Furthermore, I decided it would be advantageous to carry an
American Foundation for the Blind identification card, and I "Don't leave home without
it!?"

CSUSB sponsors conference on
job hunting tips and techniques
A "Career Connection Conference" will be
held at the California State University, San
Bernardino Student Union on Saturday, May
21 from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The
conference will consist of five career related
workshops presented by professionals in this
area.
"How to Successfully Land Your First Career Position"
Presented by: David Gates, Vice President
Right Associates
"Easy Answers to Tough Questions/This Interview in a Cinch"

Presented by: Helen Parker, Consultant in
Human Resources Management
"Developing and Projecting a Professional Image"
Presented by: Dr. Victoria Seitz, Associate Professor
California State University, San Bernardino
"Getting and Winning Interviews"
Presented by: Dennis Smith, President
Transition with Focus

The Career Connection Conference is
sponsored by the Career Development
Center, the Office of Extended Education and
the Alumni Association at California State
Univerisity, San Bernardino and offers an
excellent opportunity to meet professionals
who may be in a position to help you with
your job search needs.

The fee for the conference $25 for the
general public, $15 for CSUSB alumni and
$10 for CSUSB students. To register, call the
Office of Extended Education at
(909) 880-5975.
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California's Biggest and Best
Country Party
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Introducing the fastest ways
to get tnrough college.
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Power Madntosb^ 6100/60 8/250.
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Power MachUodpx 7100/66 8/250,
inlemalAI^DnSOOi Plus CD-ROM Drive, Madnkisb*
CMorD^^.Appld'EidendedlOiyboardU and mouse.

Only f2,469M

Speed. Power. And more speed. That^ what the new Power Macintosh* is all about. It^ a
Macintosh' with PowerPC* technology. Which makes it an
incredibly fast personal computer. And the possibilities are

r*t«

Only $3,26100.

like statistical analysis, multimedia, 3-D modeling and much more. So, what are you

The new Power Macintosh from Apple

endless. Because now you'll have the power you need for h^-performance applications

that Power Macintosh is here, college may never be the same.

Coyote Tfechnology Center
located at Coyote Bookstore • 880-5986
Come to our Computer Fair on May 18th • 9:00-3:00
®'994A/)pk03mfmler,lm:Aari^reurvedAppkdieAffJehgoaTui\ted7Uosbtm registered OvdmarisqfApfdeQm^.lttcAppleSX and PouvrMad^
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waiting for? Visit your Apple Clampus Reseller for more information and see for yourself. Now
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